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ABSTRACT 

Alder Archaeology was commissioned by John Page of Easter Cottage, Fowlis Wester to 

undertake an archaeological evaluation on ground to the West of Easter Cottage in advance 

of a proposed residential development.  The work, Alder site code CF13, was undertaken 

during the period 12-13 April 2013.  Terms of reference were supplied by Perth and Kinross 

Heritage Trust which required an evaluation of 6% of the available area of 0.22 Ha. The 

development site was considered to have good archaeological potential as it is located less 

than 50m South of  the parish church, which stands on a very early site which has produced 

important Pictish stones.  Four evaluation trenches each 16m in length and 2m wide were 

excavated.  In general the evaluation revealed modern deposits of demolition rubble, a gravel 

surface, a probable 19
th

C retaining wall, a 19
th

C soakaway, a stone surface and wall of 19
th

 

C date and two deep field drains and a pit.  The field drains and pit are likely to represent 

medieval horticultural activity.  The evaluation revealed no evidence relating to the 

settlement that may have surrounded the parish church.  No further archaeological work was 

proposed for this site.  

 

… 
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1 Background 

1.1 Introduction 

John Page commissioned Alder Archaeology to undertake an archaeological evaluation 

on the site of proposed development on the W side of Easter Cottage, Fowlis Wester.  

The proposed development area is a grassed paddock, centred on NGR NN 92824, 

24008.  The work, Alder Site Code CF13, was undertaken during the period 12-13 

April 2013 in variable weather conditions.    The proposed development site lies within 

50m of the pre-Reformation parish church where pictish stones have been found.  

Special attention was to be paid to the possibility of finding archaeological deposits and 

features from the early settlement that might have been expected to have existed in the 

area surrounding the medieval church.    

The work was designed to satisfy the archaeological condition on development 

application reference 12/00702/FLL. 

1.2 Aims and Objectives 

The main aim of this investigation was to establish the presence/absence, date, 

character and quality of any archaeological remains surviving within the development 

area.  It was considered possible that the site might well contain remains of early 

settlement around Fowlis Wester parish church.   

1.3 Reporting 

The present document has been prepared as the final report on this evaluation.  Copies 

will be sent to the client, The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical 

Monuments of Scotland and Perth and Kinross Council Sites and Monuments Record.   

1.4 Planning and Curatorial Issues 

This evaluation is the final part of a programme of archaeological work designed to 

satisfy the outstanding archaeological condition on the planning consent for this 

development.   

1.5 Acknowledgements 

We wish to thank John Page of Easter Cottage for his assistance and guidance 

throughout this project.  Thanks are also due to Sarah Malone of Perth and Kinross 

Heritage Trust for her input and guidance throughout this project.  The project was 

entirely funded by John Page. 

2 Details of Work  

2.1 The Site (Illus 1) 

The two proposed house plots are currently rough grass or paddock to the rear of 

existing cottage gardens, and show no obvious archaeological features. There is an area 

of recent raised beds in the SW quadrant of the site.  The site has previously been used 

for village allotments and village fairs (Mrs Page personal comment).   
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2.2 Archaeological Potential 

The village of Fowlis Wester lies on raised ground at the N edge of Strathearn.  Ground 

conditions are variable, with a mix of solid and drift geology, ploughsoils, rough 

paddock, garden soils and even exposed bedrock. 

The proposed development area is located less than 50 m S of the parish church, (the 

pre-Reformation church was granted to Inchaffray Abbey by Gilbert, Earl of Strathearn, 

in 1210AD).  The much-restored church stands on a very early site which has produced 

important Pictish stones.  The plots are also and less than 50 m E of the Cross, a very 

important Pictish sculptured stone (or rather a replica; the original is now under cover 

in the church).  It was reasonable to expect that the development site could uncover 

further evidence of settlement around the church, from early medieval times onward. 

 

2.3 Archaeological Method 

The requirement was to evaluate 6% of the proposed development site of 2184 m², that 

is 132m², requiring 4 trenches, each 16m in length and 2m wide.  Trench locations were 

measured in using the manhole covers of a drain running down the W edge of the 

development area as reference points shown on an existing site survey. Trench 04 was 

shifted 1.30m to the W of its originally proposed location.  The excavations were 

carried out using a small tracked 360º machine, equipped with a smooth-edged ditching 

bucket working under constant archaeological supervision.  Trenches were positioned 

according to a trench location plan approved by Perth and Kinross Heritage.  All 

trenches were cleaned and recorded and all cuts and deposits were given a context 

number.  The trenches were recorded at 1:100, and relevant sections of features and 

plans were made at 1:20.  All trenches and relevant archaeological features were 

digitally photographed. 

2.4 Results of Investigations (Illus 2) 

Trench 01 

Trench 01 was located in the NW part of the site and aligned N-S.  At the N end of the 

trench, below garden soil an E-W aligned revetting wall (0103) was uncovered 0.35m 

below topsoil.  The wall comprised angular quarry stone of dry stone build, 0.50m wide 

and 0.35m high.  Close to the S side of wall (0103) a pit contained a fill (0104) of large 

sections of a recently demolished modern brick structure.  The pit extended into the top 

of the natural weathered bedrock at a depth of 0.70m.  To the S of the pit was a modern 

gravel surface (0105), at a depth of 0.45m below the topsoil.  The gravel extended to 

the trench S end where it thinned out.  Below the gravel was a trample layer of topsoil 

and gravel 0107, 0.03-0.05m thick.  Deposit 0107 contained modern pottery. Below 

0107 was natural orange clay 0108 over degraded bedrock, at a depth of 0.70m.  
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Trench 01 Wall 0103 

 

 

Trench 02  

Trench 02 was locate to the S of trench 01 and aligned E-W.  Turf and topsoil (0201) 

reached a depth of 0.50-0.60m.  At the trench W end the topsoil was extended virtually 

onto bed rock (0202) which had a flat surface almost as though it had been cut flat.   

Between the topsoil and bed rock was a very thin layer of brown orange subsoil (0203).  

At 6.20m to the E of the trench W end was a layer of orange-brown stony sub soil 

(0204) about 0.20m thick over the bedrock.  At 10m from the trench W end deposit 

(0204) was 0.15m thick.  Topsoil (0205) over (0204) had more of a brown colour 

compared to the black topsoil at the trench W end.  
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Trench 02 Bedrock at trench W end 

 

 

Trench 03 (Illus 03) 

Trench 03 was located on the E side of trench 01 and aligned E-W.  At the trench W 

end, at a depth of 0.40m and below topsoil (0301), was a natural layer of large 

fragments of rock (0302), 0.10m thick extending 2m to the E of the trench W end.  Two 

sherds of residual medieval pottery were recovered from the base of the topsoil (0301).  

Below the fragmented rock (0302) was a further natural deposit of crumbly orange clay 

(0309).  Extending to the E of (0302) was a natural deposit of small rock fragments in 

orange brown crumbly clay (0303), 0.20m thick over orange clay (0309).  On the S side 

of the trench at a distance of 5.80m from the trench W end was a pit (0308) cut into 

natural orange clay (0309).  The pit measured 1.30m E-W and 0.80m N-S and 

contained a fill (0307) of grey clayey loam with abundant small fragments of flat stone. 

A fragment of modern glass was found in the fill (0307) and the feature was interpreted 

as a modern soakaway.    

At 12.60m from the trench W end a wall (0304) was found.  On the E side of wall was 

a surface (0306) of fragmented flat stone, an area of which had been laid on edge.  Over 

the surface (0306) was a thin trample layer (0305) of silty black loam which contained 

modern pottery a pipe stem and two sherds of residual medieval pottery. The surface 

(0306) was partially dismantled and bottomed in a sondage onto natural rock, but no 

further dating evidence was found.  
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Trench 03 floor surface 0306 and wall 0304 

  

Trench 04 

Trench 04 was located on the S side of trench 03 and aligned N-S (the excavated trench 

was re-located 1.30m to the W of its proposed position).  Black silty loam topsoil 

(0401) reached a depth of 0.40m below which was a lower graden soil of dark brown 

silty loam 0.20m thick (0402).  Below (0402) was a natural subsoil of silty clay loam 

(0403), which a sondage revealed to be at least 0.50m thick.   At 3.50m from the trench 

N end, cut into sub soil (0403) at the base of the trench was a field drain at a depth of 

0.90m.  The field drain cut (0404) was 0.25m wide and U shaped, with a fill (0405) of 

flat fragments of stone in silty clay loam.   Further to the S at 7.50m from the trench N 

end a similar field drain, cut (0406) and fill (0407) was encountered at a depth of 0.88m 

which had a width of 0.40m.  A sherd of late medieval pottery was recovered from fill 

(0407).  At a distance of 12.20m from the trench N end, at a depth of 1.16m, the bottom 

of a pit was found .  The pit cut (0408) was irregular in shape measuring 0.46 X 0.20m.  

The fill (0409) comprised grey silty clay loam from which a very degraded cow tooth 

was recovered. 
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Trench 04 Pit fill 0409 

 

 

3 Interpretation 

3.1  

Trench 01 

Trench 01 revealed topsoil over modern features comprising a pit with modern brick 

rubble and a gravel surface.  A wall feature crossed the trench at the N end.  The wall 

feature was considered to be a revetting wall for the S side of a pathway that formerly 

ran across the N end of the site.  Such a pathway is shown on the OS 25in 1
st
 edition 

map.  The brick rubble fill and gravel spread relate to much later activity probably 

dating from the mid to late 20
th

 C.  Nothing of archaeological significance was found in 

this trench. 

Trench 02 

Trench 02 revealed subsoil and a flat area of solid bedrock with no archaeological 

features. 

Trench 03 

Trench 03 revealed a soakaway pit which contained 19
th

-century glass and was 

therefore considered to be modern.  Of interest was a wall and floor surface at the E end 

of the trench.  A thin trample layer on the floor surface contained 19
thC

 finds and two 

residual sherds of late medieval pottery.  There was no dating evidence found within 

the packing for the floor stones.  The wall and floor no doubt relate to a building at this 

location as shown on the OS 25inch 2
nd

 edition.  The building is not show on the 1
st
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edition which therefore dates its construction to between 1864 and 1901.  Residual 

medieval sherds indicate activity taking place on the site at that time, most likely 

horticultural.  The wall and floor, although interesting in themselves, are not considered 

of sufficient archaeological merit warrant further excavation.   

Trench 04 

Trench 04 revealed two deep field drains and a pit containing a cow’s tooth.  The tooth 

was too eroded and friable to ascertain whether or not it was from the medieval period.  

One sherd of late medieval pottery was recovered from one of the field drains.  The 

field drains and pit indicate horticultural activity on the site during the medieval period.  

The field drains and pit are not considered of sufficient archaeological importance to 

merit further recording. 

  

4 Conclusions and Recommendations 

4.1 Conclusions 

The evaluation of 6% of the site revealed deep topsoil over modern features and 

evidence of medieval horticultural activity in the form of two field drains and a pit.  

The field drains and the pit found in trench 04 were considered to be medieval on the 

basis of depth and the recovery of a sherd of medieval pottery in one of the field drains.  

The pit contained a disintegrating cow’s tooth that could not be dated.    

4.2 Recommendations 

Alder considers that while evidence of medieval horticultural activity was found on the 

site in the form of residual sherds, a pit and two field drains, these remains are not of 

sufficient archaeological significance in themselves to warrant further work in the form 

of excavation.     

 

4.3 Recommendations for Further Work 

Alder recommends that no further archaeological investigative work is required on this 

development site.  However, the final decision with regard to further work rests with 

Perth and Kinross Heritage Trust.  

5 References 

Alder Archaeology Ltd   Easter Cottage, Fowlis Wester Archaeological Evaluation 

Written Scheme of Investigation  2013  

Perth and Kinross Heritage Trust  Terms of Reference for Archaeological Evaluation 

Plot A, Easter Cottage, Fowlis Wester   Date of Issue 31/05/2012 

Ordnance Survey  25 inch 1
st
 edition Perth and Clackmannan Sheet XCVI. 5 (Fowlis 

Wester) Survey 1864 Published 1867 

Ordnance Survey  25 inch 2
nd

 edition Perth and Clackmannanshire Sheet 096.5 

Published 1901 
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Appendix 1 Context Register 

No: Description 

 Trench 01 

0101 Turf and topsoil, 0.35m deep 

0102 Deposit, lower topsoil over wall 03, C 0.05m thick 

0103 Wall, 0.40m below site surface, medium sized angular quarry stone, aligned E-W across N end of 

trench, 0.50m wide and 0.17m high, 19
th

 C glass fragment below stones  

0104 Deposit, recent demolition material in pit, bricks cemented together, from 1.30-3.20m from trench N 

end  from trench N end 

0105 Deposit, gravel, modern light orange brown, starts at S end of brick demolition material (3.40m from 

trench N end) , at depth of 0.45-0.50m below site surface; 0.09m thick extends to end of trench where 

it thins out, over trample 0107 

0106 Bedrock located at bottom of pit below brick demolition material, fragmented rock   

0107 Deposit, trampled gravel and topsoil below gravel 0105, 0.03-0.05m thick, modern pottery 

0108 Deposit, natural red-orange clay over bedrock, below 0107 

 Trench 02 

0201 Turf and topsoil, black homogeneous, virtually over bedrock, 0.45 thick 

0202 Natural, flat bedrock, looks as if cut flat, at depth of 0.50m at W end of trench 

0203  Thin layer of  dark brown subsoil below black topsoil, 0.05m thick  

0204 Orange brown stony subsoil starts at 6.20m from trench W end , over bedrock, c 0.20m thick, 

degraded rock and soil forming layer over bedrock and below topsoil  at 10m from trench W end this 

layer is 0.15m thick, replaces 0203 

0205 Top soil which has a brown colour starts at around 12m to E of trench W end, due to fact that subsoil 

0204 is now very clayey 

 Trench 03 

0301 Turf and topsoil  at trench W end 0.40m thick, two residual late medieval pottery sherds found in this 

at base 

0302 Natural, large fragmented split rock extending  from 0m to 2m at trench W end below 0301 

0303 Natural, medium sized abundant rock fragments and crumbly orange-brown clay, between 0302 and 

0301 extending to the E of 0302 

0304 Wall, on W side of floor surface 0306, large angular stone, base of wall , over natural rock, 0.80m 
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wide, 0.20m high, floor surface (0306) abuts wall  

0305 A compacted layer of grey silty loam (trample) over stone surface 0306; 19
th

 C pottery and pipe stem 

and two residual sherds of late medieval pottery from this 

0306 Feature, surface of small-medium stone fragments many on edge, on E side of  wall 0304 

0307 Fill, grey clayey loam and abundant small rock fragments, considered to be soakaway, between 

5.80m and  7m from trench W end, measures 1.30 E-W and 0.80 N-S against S baulk of trench, 

modern glass found in this 

0308 Cut for fill 0307, moderate slope to a flat bottom, 0.20m deep from floor of trench, 1.30 X  0.80m 

sub circular 

0309 Natural crumbly orange clay with some rock fragments, below rock fragments of 0302 

 Trench 04 

0401 Turf and top soil, black homogeneous silty loan  0.44m thick 

0402 Lower garden soil below 0401, dk brown silty clay loam 0.18-0.20m thick  

0403 Sub soil silty clay loam c 0.20m deep 

0404 Cut for field drain u shaped, 0.25m wide, 3.50m from trench N end 

0405 Fill of field drain cut 0404, abundant small-medium flat fragments of stone in silty clay loam, c 

0.15m thick, top of deposit 0.90m below site surface   

0406 Cut  for field drain 7.5m to S of trench N end, 0.40m wide 

0407 Fill of field drain cut 0406, grey silty clay and small-medium flat angular stone fragments, at depth of 

1.05m below site surface 

0408 Cut for deep pit, 12.20m to S of trench N end, irregular shape 0.46 X 0.20m just the bottom seen,  

0409 Fill of pit 0408, grey silty clay loam, moderate amount of flat stone, cow tooth recovered from this, 

top of fill at 1.17 below site surface 

Appendix 2 Photographic Register 

Image No Description View 

001 Trench 01, N end showing wall 0103 SE 

002 Trench 01, N end showing wall 0103 E 

003 Trench 01, N end showing wall 0103 W 

004-005 Trench 01, general showing area where brick rubble was removed  (0104) S 

006 Trench 01, general showing  gravel (0105) N 

007-008 Trench 01, general removing gravel (0106) SE 
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009 Trench 01, general removing gravel (0106) and showing brick rubble (0104) in 

spoil on E edge of trench 

SE 

010-011 Trench 01, general of excavated trench S 

012-013 Trench 01, general of excavated trench N 

014 Trench 02, trench W end showing flat rock of  natural sandstone  E 

015 Trench 02, general of trench being excavated  NE 

016 Trench 02, general of excavated trench E 

017 Trench 02, general of excavated trench W 

018 Trench 02, general of excavated trench SW 

019 General view of site SW 

020 General view of site SE 

021 General view of site NE 

022-023 General view of site NW 

024 Trench 04, deep field drain 0405/0406 S 

025 Trench 04, deep field drain 0404/0405 W 

026 Trench 04, general of excavation of trench S 

027 Trench 04, deep field drain 0406/0407 N 

028 Trench 04, deep pit, 0408/0809 W 

029-030 Trench 04, general of excavated trench N 

031 Trench 04, general of excavated trench S 

032 Trench 03, general of excavated trench E 

033 Trench 03, general of excavated trench  W 

034 Trench 03, floor surface, 0306  W 

035 Trench 03, floor surface, 0306 NW 

036 Trench 03, floor surface, 0306 SW 

037-038 Trench 03, floor surface, 0306 E 

039 Trench 03, floor surface, 0306 NE 

040 Trench 03, floor surface, 0306 N 

041 Trench 03, soakaway, 0307/0308 E 
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Appendix 3 Drawing Register 

Sheet No. Description Scale 

1 Trenches 01-03 plans, context descriptions, section 1:100, 1:20 

2 Trench 04  plan context descriptions, section 1:100, 1:20 

3 Trench 03 plan of soakaway and wall with surface 1:20 

Appendix 4 Finds Register 

Context Material Type Details 

0101 Fe ?nail; heavily corroded, bent 

0101 Pottery 1 TGE base sherd; yellow-brown glaze, white fabric; abraded 

1 TGE rim sherd; pinky-white fabric, white glaze, sponged 

border decoration, pink-painted rim 

1 TGE body sherd; pink fabric, white glaze with pink sponged 

decoration 

1 TGE body sherd, dirty white fabric, white glaze, pale blue 

painted wash decoration 

2 TGE body sherds, dirty white fabric, white glaze 

0103 Glass 1 shard dark green bottle base; slight denaturing. 18th/19th 

century. 

0301 Pottery 1 body sherd late medieval redware, glazed green/brown 

externally 

1 body sherd late medieval redware, glazed green/brown 

externally, traces of black glaze or ?sooting internally 

0305 Fe 1 iron nail; rectangular cross-section, head oval 

1 corroded object; ?nail 

0305 Pottery 1 body sherd medieval; grey fabric, light green/brown glaze 

over pattern of shallow incised/combed curved lines 

1 body sherd late medieval redware; black glaze internally and 

externally 

1 base sherd TGE; red fabric, dark brown glaze, external 

sooting 

1 rim sherd TGE; dirty white fabric, white glaze 

1 body sherd TGE, conjoins with rim, above 
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0305 Glass 1 clear glass bottle neck 

0305 Clay pipe Stem 

0307 Glass 1 sherd thick clear blue-green vessel glass; impressed letter ‘H’ 

on ?base. Modern. 

0407 Pottery 1 body sherd medieval redware; pinky-red fabric with mica 

inclusions and grey reduced core 

0409 Animal bone Degraded, fragmentary cattle molar (discarded) 
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Appendix 5 Discovery & Excavation in Scotland Entry 

LOCAL AUTHORITY: Perth and Kinross Council 

PROJECT TITLE/SITE NAME:  Evaluation at Easter Cottage, Fowlis Wester 

PROJECT CODE: CF13 

PARISH:  Fowlis Wester 

NAME OF CONTRIBUTOR(S):  Ray Cachart 

NAME OF ORGANISATION:  Alder Archaeology Ltd 

TYPE(S) OF PROJECT: Archaeological Evaluation 

RCAHMS NO(S):  - 

SITE/MONUMENT TYPE(S):  Paddock site close to Pictish stone and medieval parish church 

SIGNIFICANT FINDS:  Walls, surface, field drains, pit, residual medieval pottery 

NGR (2 letters, 8 or 10 figures) Site centred on NN92824 24008 

START DATE  April 12 2013 

END DATE  April 13 2013 

PREVIOUS WORK (incl. DES 

ref.) 

None on this site 

MAIN (NARRATIVE) 

DESCRIPTION:  

(May include information from 

other fields) 

Alder Archaeology was commissioned  to undertake an archaeological 

evaluation on ground to the West of Easter Cottage, Fowlis Wester  in advance 

of proposed residential development.   Terms of reference were supplied by 

Perth and Kinross Heritage Trust which required an evaluation of 6% of the 

available area of 0.22 Ha. The development site was considered to have good 

archaeological potential as it is located  less than 50m South of  the parish 

church which stands on a very early site which has produced important Pictish 

stones.  Four evaluation trenches each 16m in length and 2m wide were 

excavated.  In general the evaluation revealed modern deposits of demolition 

rubble and a gravel surface, a probable 19
th

C retaining wall, a 19
th

C soakaway, 

a stone surface and wall of 19
th

 C date and two deep field drains with a pit.  The 

field drains and pit are likely to represent medieval horticultural activity.  The 

evaluation revealed no evidence relating to the settlement that may have 

surrounded the parish church. No further archaeological work was proposed for 

this site. 

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK:  None 

SPONSOR OR FUNDING 

BODY:  

Developer 

CAPTIONS FOR ILLUSTRS - 
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ADDRESS OF MAIN 

CONTRIBUTOR:  

Alder Archaeology Ltd, 55 South Methven Street, Perth PH1 5NX 

ARCHIVE LOCATION 

(intended) 

RCAHMS (intended) 

EMAIL ADDRESS: director@alderarchaeology.co.uk 
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Appendix 6 Standard Terms of Reference for all Fieldwork 

6.1 Recording Methodology 

Alder Archaeology employs a Single Context Recording System that allows full cross-referencing of 

stratigraphy, finds and environmental samples, as well as site-wide phasing.  All features will be planned 

at scale 1:20, and sections drawn at scale 1:10.  Sections and profiles will be drawn and all features will 

be photographed with metric scale included.  Environmental samples will be taken from archaeologically 

significant contexts, if the analysis of these samples would aid significantly in the interpretation of any 

features identified. 

6.2 Human Remains 

If human remains are encountered they will be left in situ and the local police will be informed.  If 

removal is required this will take place in compliance with Historic Scotland’s Policy Paper The 

Treatment of Human Remains in Archaeology. 

6.3 Products and Reporting 

A Data Structure Report will normally be prepared within a period agreed within the Written Scheme of 

Investigation/ Project Design, after the completion of the fieldwork.  This forms the basic level of 

reporting.  Further reporting may be required on the basis of discoveries made during excavations. 

A copy of the report and the project archive will be deposited in the NMRS.  Further copies will be sent 

to the client, LAAO and others, as appropriate. 

6.4 Artefacts 

Finds of objects will be subject to the Scots Laws of Treasure Trove and Bona Vacantia.  We will report 

such finds, if recovered, with supporting documentation to the Secretariat of the Treasure Trove Panel for 

disposal to the appropriate museum. 

6.5 Discovery and Excavation in Scotland 

A brief summary of the results will be submitted to Discovery and Excavation in Scotland. 

6.6 General Conditions and Health and Safety 

We adhere to the Code of Conduct of the Institute for Archaeologists. 

Alder Archaeology Ltd has public liability insurance of £2,000,000.  Details of this can be provided on 

request. 

We operate a strict health and safety policy and conforms to the Health and Safety at Work Act.  We 

undertakes Risk Assessments on all fieldwork carried out. 

Alder Archaeology representatives will at all times wear protective footwear, high visibility clothing and 

other appropriate clothing.  Hard hats will be worn if there is active plant on site or at all times if the site 

is deemed a hard hat area. 

If lightly contaminated deposits are uncovered disposable boiler suits and gloves will be worn.  A source 

of clean water will be made available for staff to clean hands with.  If the health risk posed by site 

contamination is felt to be too high all further archaeological work will stop in that area. 
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